
&Tilly x Timberly - "Shoot You"
a captivating fusion of post-rock and ethereal dream pop

[Prague/Stockholm, 15/06/2023] - Get ready to be swept away by the
ethereal sounds of "Shoot You," an extraordinary musical
collaboration that pushes the boundaries of both post-rock and
dream pop. Seamlessly blending post-rock influences with a dream
pop base, Shoot You offers a darker yet enchanting lyrical and
atmospheric experience infused with love and hope wrapped in the
depths of shadows.

"Imagine that feeling when you
want to make someone yours.
It's such a strong desire and
a magnetic force pulling you
closer. This metaphorical glue
gun also carries the potential
to shoot – destroy both
yourself and the other person,
bold and intense," explains
Tilly.

Joining forces on this mesmerizing
tune is the exceptionally talented
producer, Timberly, hailing from
Stockholm, Sweden. Known for his
captivating artist persona and
unconventional approach to music
and visuals, Timberly adds a
unique, colorful darkness to the
collaboration.

"Building the music around Tilly's
voice felt like entering a new
world of ideas. And Singing the
words she'd written felt like
playing the role of a character
who captures every human emotion.
It's hard to explain, but has
helped me grow" Adds Timberly.



Despite the geographical distance, &Tilly and Timberly found
themselves closely connected by their shared style, leading them
to meet and create a captivating music video together. The
enchanting visuals were brought to life at Kulturama, where Tim
Blommé, the artist behind Timberly, also imparts his knowledge and
passion as a teacher.

Prepare to embark on an otherworldly journey as "Shoot You"
transcends boundaries and blurs the lines between dreams and
reality. This release promises to captivate listeners with its
evocative melodies, thought-provoking lyrics, and mesmerizing
visuals. Stay tuned for the release of "Shoot You" and immerse
yourself in a musical experience that will leave you spellbound.
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[Lyrics]

I’ll shoot you
With a glue gun
I’ll shoot you
To make you the one

Let me shoot you
Let me tear you apart
Let me shoot you
Glue the pieces known by heart

By then we’ll freeze in time
By then I’ll whisper secrets in your ear
By then we’ll stand in line
Misunderstood you, weeping out of fear

I’ll shoot you
With a glue gun
Will it hurt, too
Will you be the one

Let me shoot you
Let me turn your inside out
Let me shoot you
Reap the thoughts I’ve torn in half

So when we’ll fall in line
I can whisper secrets in your ear
So there will be no time
To see what others think when they can hear
I know we’ll freeze in time
I know the secrets hidden behind tears
We’ve always stood in line
I understand you, bleeding without fear

I’ll shoot you
I know we’ll freeze in time
With a glue gun
I know we’ll freeze in time

—---

Spotify: open.spotify.com/track/0Y3RBVIYG9BrHnujM3Fdfa
Official Music Video: youtu.be/vvzQB3Qf_ds

https://open.spotify.com/track/0Y3RBVIYG9BrHnujM3Fdfa
https://youtu.be/vvzQB3Qf_ds

